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Abstract

In recent papers by Sloan and Wendland ������� Grigorie� and Sloan ������
and Grigorie�� Sloan and Brandts ��			�� a formalismwas developed that serves
many important and interesting applications in boundary element methods

the �commutator property� for splines Based on superapproximation results�
this property is� for example� a tool of central importance in stability and
convergence proofs for qualocation methods for boundary integral equations
with variable coe�cients

Another application is the transfer of superconvergence properties from
constant�coe�cient boundary integral equations to the variable coe�cient case
The heart of the theory is formed by the concept �discrete orthogonal pro�
jection�� that arises when the L��orthogonal inner product is discretized by
possibly non�standard quadrature rules

In this paper� we present an overview of the theory of discrete orthogonal
projections� and a new set of numerical experiments that con�rm the theory
The main conclusion is that the presence of variable coe�cients of a certain
smoothness does not in�uence superconvergence in a negative way� and that
henceforth the use of superconvergence�based a posteriori error estimators in
this particular case is theoretically justi�ed

� Introduction

This paper aims to summarize recent results in the area of discretization methods
for boundary integral equations� Those results were obtained by the use of a the�
ory that involves the concept of so�called discrete orthogonal projections� As we
will show� discrete orthogonal projections provide a connecting framework between
the left�bank of collocation methods and the right�bank of Galerkin boundary ele�
ment discretizations� We will� however� mainly concentrate on the massive river of
qualocation methods� which is situated in between�

��� Stability in Lp of discrete orthogonal projections

Writing Rh for a discretized version �to be speci�ed in detail later on� of the L��
orthogonal projection Ph on some spline �nite element space Sh� we ask �and try to
answer� questions of the following nature� Firstly� under which conditions is discrete
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orthogonal projection p�stable� in the sense that� denoting the space of continuous
functions on the unit interval I by C�I��

�f � C�I�� kRhfkp � Cjf jh�p ���

for some corresponding discrete version j � jh�p of the Lp�norm on C�I�� Since the
Lp�stability of the projection Ph has already been established� see for example De
Boor ��	 and Crouzeix and Thom
ee ��	� one could try to adapt their proofs to the
discretized situation� Indeed� for continuous splines on arbitrary meshes this was
done in the paper ��	 by Grigorie and Sloan� Also� approximation properties and
the case of zero boundary conditions were considered in that paper�

For the important practical case of periodic boundary conditions� which corresponds
to the situation of functions living on a closed curve� re�nements of the stability
theorems appeared necessary� The analysis leading to these re�nements was given
by Grigorie� Sloan and Brandts in Section � of ��	�

��� Superapproximation� localization principle

Once the p�stability was established� more sophisticated questions could be posed�
In Pr�ossdorf�s paper ��	 it was remarked that many �nite element spaces have the
property that

k�I � Ph�GPhkp � �� for h� �� ���

where G � f �� gf stands for multiplication with a su�ciently smooth �xed function
g� A simple but important consequence of this property is the convergence in Lp

of the underlying �nite element method for the discretization of G� One could ask
if ��� also holds in the discrete sense� i�e� with Ph replaced by Rh� This question
too has been answered a�rmatively� In the case of periodic smoothest splines on
uniform grids it follows from a much stronger result by Sloan and Wendland in ��	�
which involves a scale of Sobolev norms and a pseudo�dierential operator L� In the
case L � I � their result reduces to a statement about �I � Ph�GPh� For periodic
and non�periodic continuous splines on non�uniform meshes� results in the spirit of
��� can be found in ��	� Contrary to ��	� this paper contains only results in the Lp

and W �
p norms�

Remark ��� As one may expect� the periodic smoothest splines case in ��	 was
tackled using a technically complicated Fourier analysis� This line of proof was
successfully abandoned in ��	 in order to be able to include non�uniform grids� which
left the question whether it would be possible to reformulate the periodic smoothest
splines case without the Fourier analysis and perhaps obtain results for less restricted
meshes as well�

��� Commutator property

In the non�discrete case� it was fairly easy to obtain results for the dual operator
PhG�I � Ph� using duality between Lp spaces� In the discrete case� however� one
had to reconsider the basic duality� since Rh is� contrary to Ph� not by default L�
self�adjoint� Once this problem was solved� the equality

�G�Rh	 �� GRh � RhG � �I � Rh�GRh � RhG�I � Rh� ���
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combined the results of the two into one single statement� which is referred to as the
�commutator property�� while the results for the two separate parts is often referred
to as �superapproximation property� or �localization principle�� The commutator
property for the dierent settings can be found in the papers ��	 and ��	� Again�
the results in ��	 are formulated in a whole scale of Sobolev norms and involve a
pseudo�dierential operator L� while in ��	 the analysis is restricted to Lp and W

�
p �

��� Outline of this paper

We will start with de�ning discrete orthogonal projections in Section � and recalling
as well as illustrating some of their basic properties� We also consider the relatively
simple case of discrete projections on discontinuous splines� As far as we know� this
case was not studied in the literature� even though it could have implications for
fully discrete Galerkin methods for two�point boundary value problems� In Section �
we concentrate on two applications of the commutator property� which show how to
deal with variable coe�cients� It should be stressed that� even though the concept
is easy� it should not be underestimated that all results hold for non�uniform grids�
which means they are mathematically sound also in the case of adaptive grid re�ne�
ment�We also provide some numerical experiments that illustrate some subtleties
of the stability theory of ��	 in the context of the discretization of the operator G�
Finally� in Section �� we re�ect on future research�

� Discrete orthogonal projections

Discrete projections and inner products on spline spaces are de�ned using composite
non�standard quadrature rules relative to a given arbitrary partitioning� We refer
to ��	 and ��	 for more details on the continuous splines case� See also ��	 and ��	 for
related topics�

��� Spline spaces and partitioning

Let �h �� f� � x� � x� � � � � � xn � �g be a partitioning of the unit interval I �
Denote the space of continuous functions on I by C��I�� and the space of functions
that are piecewise continuous relative to �h by C���I�� De�ne for each r � �
and m � f��� �g the spline�space Sm�r

h of �dis��continuous piecewise polynomials of
degree less than or equal to r � � relative to �h� by

S
m�r
h �� f� � Cm�I� � �jIk � Pr���Ik�� k � �� � � � � n� �g� ���

where Pd��� is the space of polynomials of degree less than or equal to d and Ik ��
�xk� xk��	 for k � f�� � � � � n� �g� We will proceed to de�ne discrete inner products
on the spaces Sm�r

h � distinguishing between m � �� and m � ��

��� Composite quadrature rules relative to �h

First� de�ne a J�point quadrature rule Q on C��I� by

Qg ��
JX

j��

wjg��j� 	
Z
�

�

g�x�dx� ���
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where the weights wj are positive and the sample�points �j are strictly increasing in
the unit interval� Transforming this quadrature rule to each of the subintervals Ik
de�ned by the partitioning �h gives rise to a composite rule on C

���I� as follows�

Qhg ��
n��X
k��

hk

JX
j��

wjg�xk�j� 	
Z
�

�

g�x�dx� ���

where hk �� xk���xk denotes the length of Ik � and xk�j �� xk�hk�j is the position
of the j�th sample point in that sub�interval� We should use the quadrature rule
with care if g has discontinuities at the partitioning points� if xk�j is a left �right�
boundary point of a subinterval� then g�xk�j� should be understood as the limiting
value of g�x� coming from the right �left�� One can easily check that

�f� g�h �� Qh�fg�� f� g � C�I�� ���

is a positive semi�de�nite Hermitian sesqui�linear form� We will formulate conditions
under which it gives rise to an inner product on the spline spaces�

��� Discrete inner products

In ��	 it was shown that ��� ��h is an inner product on S��rh if and only if J � r � ��
An argument similar �but easier� to that in ��	 shows that the same holds for S���rh �

Lemma ��� The form ��� ��h is an inner product on S���rh if and only if J � r � ��
Proof� First� suppose J � r � �� The only thing we need to show is that

�� � S
���r
h � ��� ��h � �
 � � �� ���

Since ��� ��h � � if � and � have disjoint supports� it is su�cient to show property
��� only locally on each subinterval� which translates to

�q � Pr���I�� Q�jqj�� � �
 q � �� ���

But this follows from the fact that if Q�jqj�� � �� then q has at least J � r roots� so q
must be zero� The fact that if J � r we do not get an inner product is trivial� there
exist � �� q � Pr���I� zero in all J quadrature points� This proves the statement� �

Now� suppose we change the scene to periodic boundary conditions� or� equivalently�
to functions on the circle� Then Lemma ��� clearly still holds if and only if J � r � ��
In the piecewise continuous case� however� there is a subtle dierence� which is due
to the loss of one degree of freedom in the discrete space� caused by the condition
�h��� � �h���� Writing C

��I� and S�
h for the periodic counterparts of the spaces

C��� L	�

C��I� �� ff � C�I� � f��� � f���g� and S��r
h � S��rh � C��I�� ����

the problem of characterizing ��� ��h as an inner product on S��r
h was solved in Section

� of ��	 as follows� Let � be the polynomial of degree J de�ned by

���� ��
JY

j��

�� � �j�� ����
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so it is the unique monomial that has its zeros in the quadrature points� The
following characterization is taken from ��	�

Proposition ��� The positive semide�nite Hermitian sesqui�linear form ��� ��h is
an inner product on S��r

h if and only if either J � r� or J � r � � and one of the
following conditions is satis�ed�

��� j����j �� j����j
�	� ���� � ����� �� � and n is odd�

As an illustration of which extra inner products the case J � r � � generates� con�
sider the space S���

h where �h is a uniform partition of the circle into n subintervals�

Let �� � ���� If n is even� it is easy to construct a function � �� �h � S���
h such that

��h� �h�h � �� namely� the continuous piecewise linear de�ned by the nodal values
��xi� � ����i �see Figure �� left�� Note that� in particular� �h��� � �h���� If n
is odd� however� the same construction shows that it is impossible to construct a
non�trivial �h � S��r

h that is zero on all quadrature points�
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Figure �� Illustration to Proposition ����

In general� if J � r � � and condition ��� of Proposition ��� is satis�ed� we may
assume� without loss of generality� that j����j � j����j� Continuous gluing together
an arbitrary amount of copies of � �transformed to each subinterval� results in
strictly increasing nodal values� so the resulting function can never be periodic and
continuous �see Figure �� right�� Note that this holds even if the partitioning is
non�uniform� and regardless of the number of subintervals�

��� Discrete orthogonal projections

From well�de�ned discrete inner products one can derive in a consistent way discrete
orthogonal projections Rm�r

h � Cm�I� � S
m�r
h as follows� For convenience� we will

suppress the superscripts m and r unless they are relevant�

Rhf � Sh� �Rhf� �h�h � �f� �h�h for all �h � Sh� ����
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From this de�nition it might become intuitively clear that Rhf can be a good ap�
proximation to f even for non�accurate �possibly even divergent� quadrature rules�
since anything the rule �does wrong�� it does so on both sides of the equality sign�
To study the approximation quality of a family fRhg of discrete orthogonal projec�
tions� we de�ne the semi�norms j � jh�p on C���I�� as discrete counterparts of the
p�norms k � kp on Lp�I� as follows�

jf jh�p �� Qh �jf jp���p for � � p �� and jf jh�� �� max
k�j

fjf�xk�j�jg� ����

Based on the fact that if J � r � �� the mapping � �� pj�j� de�nes a norm on
Pr���I�� it was proved in ��	 that j � jh�p and k � kp are equivalent on S��rh � The same

argument can in fact be used to prove that this equivalence also holds on S���rh if
J � r � �� where again it does not matter if the periodic or non�periodic case is
considered� Clearly� � �� pj�j� does not de�ne a norm on Pr���I� if J � r� �� and
equivalence on S��r

h �if present� should be proved dierently� That the equivalence
does not hold for the inner products generated by case ��� of Lemma ��� proves the
following counter�example�

Proposition ��� If the norm j � jh�p is generated by an inner product satisfying case
�	� of Lemma 	��� it is not equivalent to the norm k � kp�

Proof� Consider the piecewise linear case� with a quadrature rule de�ned by a
weight w � � and a quadrature point � � �

�
� Given a partition �h into an odd

number n of sub�intervals� de�ne �h � S�
h by

�h�xj� � ����j � �j � �� � � � � n�� �h�x�� �� ����n�
On all intervals except the �rst� we have de�ned scaled copies of the function � so
�h is zero at all the quadrature points except for the point x �

�

�
h�� There it has

the value �� and therefore�
j�hj�h�� � h��

Concerning the norm k�hk�� we �rst note that for a linear function on the interval
�a� b	 with left� and right boundary values L and R�

Z b

a

�
b� x

b� a
L�

x� a

b� a
R

��
dx �

b� a

�
�L� � LR�R���

This gives us that

�j�hj�� � �h� �
n��X
j��

hj � �h� � ��

This presents a counter example for the equivalence of the norms in the case r � ��
Clearly� a similar construction can be employed to disprove equivalence for other
�even� values of r� �

De�nition ��� Letm � f�� �� �g and let fRhg be a well�de�ned sequence of discrete
orthogonal projections Rh � Cm�I�� Sm�r

h � Then this sequence is called p�stable if

�f � Cm�I�� kRhfkp � Cjf jh�p� ����
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Su�cient conditions for p�stability can be found in ��	 and ��	� This includes con�
ditions for the periodic piecewise continuous case �circumventing the technical dif�
�culty that N does not de�ne a norm on Pr���I� if J � r � ��� For projections
on S���rh � the p�stability can be derived from the p�stability of projections on S��rh

with the trivial partition �h � f�� �g and the fact that projection on S���rh is a local
matter�

In the cases that discrete projections are p�stable� they inherit the optimal order ap�
proximation properties of the projections Ph � Cm�I�� Sm�r

h in both the Lp�norm
and its discrete version� This is due to the estimate

kRhf � fkp � kRh�f � �h�kp � kf � �hkp � Cjf � �hjh�p � kf � �hkp� ����

which transforms the question of �nding a priori Lp�bounds for Rhf � into one of
approximation theory�

��� The Commutator Property

In many applications� the following question is of interest� Does it matter if we
change the order of the two operations �projection on a spline space� and �multipli�
cation with a smooth function�� First we will discuss a special case� The following
fact is well�known� and shows when Rh reduces to a collocation operator�

Proposition ��� Let �� � �� �n � � and J � r� and Sh � S��rh � Then �Rhf��xj�k� �
f�xj�k� for all j and k� i�e�� Rh is an interpolation operator� This is also the case if

S � S���rh and J � r�

Proof� Under the given conditions� the space Sm�r
h has a nodal basis� which means�

a basis f�j�kg which has the property �j�k�xu�v� � �ju�kv � This leads to

wkRhf�xj�k� � �Rhf� �j�k�h � �f� �j�k�h � wkf�xj�k�� ����

which proves the statement� In the discontinuous setting and for rules which include
one or both boundary points� the proper limiting values of the functions involved
should be taken� �

In case the discrete projection is an interpolation� clearly GRh�xj�k� � RhG�xj�k��
where G stands for multiplication with a function g� The expectation is that for
other quadrature rules� the equality will be lost� but not dramatically� in the sense
that the dierence will still be small� For continuous splines� this was proved in ��	
where it was formulated as follows�

Theorem ��� Let m � f�� �g� Let p � ���	 and assume that fRm�r
h g is p�stable

and q�stable� where �

p �
�

q � �� Then for all f � Cm�I��

j�GRh � RhG�f jh�p � k�GRh �RhG�fkp � Chkg�kr����jf jh�p� ����

For the discontinuous setting� we will now formulate and prove a similar result� The
proof is based on a Bramble�Hilbert like argument and much less complicated than
the proof for Theorem ����
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Theorem ��	 Let p � ���	 and assume that fR���r
h g is p�stable� Then for all

f � C���I��

j�GRh �RhG�f jh�p � k�GRh �RhG�fkp � Chkg�k���jf jh�p� ����

Proof� First note that� due to the local character of projection on S���rh � for all

�h � S����h we have that �hRh � Rh�h� This gives� using p�stability twice� that for

all �h � S����h �

k�GRh � RhG�fkp � k�G� �h�Rhf �Rh�G� �h�fkp
� k�G� �h�Rhfkp � kRh�G� �h�fkp
� kg � �hk�kRhfkp � Cj�g� �h�f jh�p
� C �kg � �hk� � jg � �hjh��� jf jh�p� ����

Applying standard approximation theory completes the �rst part of the proof� The
second part is similar� but also uses the equivalence of norms to conclude that
jRhf jh�p � CkRhfkp � Cjf jh�p �

� Application of the Commutator Property

Here we will present two easy examples of situations in which the commutator prop�
erty can be successfully applied to deal with variable coe�cients� For the more
realistic applications� we suggest to use the smoothest�spline commutator property
in ��	 which we did not treat in this paper� but which has more potential due to the
formulation in the context of pseudo�dierential operators� A direct application can
be found in ���	 by the same authors�

��� Weighted discrete inner products

We will show here that a smooth weight function de�ning a weighted discrete in�
ner product does not in�uence the corresponding discrete projection very much�
Alternatively� one could interpret the result as a superconvergence result for the
qualocation discretization of the operator G�

Suppose we want to solve � from G� � f by qualocation� We assume that G is
bounded above and below by positive numbers� Then the equation de�ning the
discrete solution �h is

�G�h� �h�h � �f� �h�h� or equivalently� RhG��� �h� � �� ����

The �rst formulation clearly shows a possible interpretation as projection in a
weighted discrete inner product Gh��� �� �� �G�� ��h� while the second reveals the
qualocation orthogonality� Note that if G is constant� �h � Rh�� For smooth but
not constant G� we will study the dierence �h �Rh�� assuming that there exists a
solution �h of �����

Remark ��� Note that existence and uniqueness of a solution of ���� would follow
immediately from the Lax�Milgram lemma if we would have proved explicitly that
Gh��� �� de�nes an inner product on the discrete space� but we choose to follow a
dierent line of proof�
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Theorem ��� There exists a number h� 	 � such that for all � � h � h�� there
exists a unique solution �h � Sh of �	
� that satis�es

j�� �hjh�p � �� � Ch�j��Rh�jh�p� ����

Proof� Assume that for some given �� there exists a �h satisfying ����� Then� an
easy manipulation� using ���� and Rh�h � �h� shows

G��h � Rh�� � �Rh� G	 ��h � �� � ����

This means that� for g smooth enough� each of the commutator properties in Ths�
��� and ��� leads to

k�h � Rh�kp � Chj�� �hjh�p� ����

where the constant C depends on norms of derivatives of g corresponding to which
spline space was used to project upon� A simple triangle inequality� together with
the equivalence of k � kp and j � jh�p on Sh� gives

k�h � Rh�kp � Chj�� �hjh�p ����

� Chj�� Rh�jh�p � Chj�h �Rh�jh�p
� Chj�� Rh�jh�p � Chk�h � Rh�kh�p�

which� for all h smaller than some h� 	 �� results in

k�h �Rh�kp � Chj�� Rh�jh�p� ����

Now� let � � �� then Rh� � �� Clearly� �h � � is a solution of ����� Let �h be
any �possibly other� solution of ����� For this solution� the above analysis holds�
resulting in �h � � for all h � h�� concluded from ����� So� �h � � is the unique
discrete solution belonging to � � �� By linearity� existence and uniqueness also
follow for general �h� For this �h we also �nd

j�� �hjh�p � j��Rh�jh�p � j�h �Rh�jh�p ����

� j��Rh�jh�p � Chk�� Rh�kh�p�
� j��Rh�jh�p � Chj�� Rh�jh�p�

This proves the theorem� �

The above analysis shows that the presence of a variable coe�cient results in a
qualocation approximation that is only a higher order perturbation of the constant
coe�cient approximation� Or� put dierently� if � solves the variable coe�cient
equation� then its qualocation approximation does not dier much from the qualo�
cation approximation of the constant coe�cient equation with the right hand side
adapted in such a way� that again � is the exact solution� Or� again put dierently�
if we write Rg

h for weighted discrete projection� we have found that

k�Rg
h � Rh��kp � kRh�R

g
h � I��kp � Chj�Rg

h � I��jh�p� ����

Again� note that for h small enough� we can replace the Rg
h in the right�hand side

by Rh by using a triangle inequality and the equivalence of norms�
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��� A variable coe�cient operator equation

A second application is of similar nature� We consider the dierence between qualo�
cation approximation in the weighted and the non�weighted version of the discrete
inner product� Let L � C�I�� C�I� satisfy the following conditions�

��h � S��rh � j�L�h� �h�hj � 
j�hj�h�� and �� � C�I�� jL�jh�� �Mk�k�� ����

where 
 andM are constants independent of h� In some situations� these properties
can be directly derived from the corresponding non�discrete properties of coercivity
and continuity� Then� for �xed exact solution �� consider the equations

L� � f and GL� � Gf� ����

The respective qualocation approximations �h and �
g
h in S

��r
h are uniquely de�ned

by the qualocation orthogonality relations

RhL��� �h� � � and Rg
hL��� �gh� � �� ����

as we will prove along the way� while comparing the two discrete solutions�

Proposition ��� For each � � C�I�� there exists exactly one �h � S��rh such that
RhL��� �h� � ��

Proof� For � � �� there exists� obviously� at least one discrete solution �h � ��
Now suppose �h is any solution �for � � ��� Then�


j�hj�h�� � j�L�h� �h�hj � j�L�� �h�hj � �� ����

So� �h � �� By linearity of the problem� this means that the discrete system matrix
is invertible� hence existence and uniqueness follow� ��

Theorem ��� There exists a number h� 	 � such that for all h � h� and for each
� � C�I� there exists exactly one �gh � S��rh such that Rg

hL��� �gh� � �� Moreover�

k�� �ghk� � �� � Ch�k�� �hk�� ����

Proof� Assume that for some given � there exists a solution �gh� As in the previous
section� we will compare the �or better� any� solution �gh of the variable coe�cient
equation with the constant coe�cient solution �h� From the orthogonalities ���� it
immediately follows that

RhL��
g
h � �h� � �Rh � Rg

h�L��
g
h � ��� ����

which leads to


j�gh � �hj�h�� � j�L��gh � �h�� �
g
h � �h�hj � j�RhL��

g
h � �h�� �

g
h � �h�hj

� j�Rh � Rg
h�L��

g
h � ��jh��j�h � �ghjh��� ����

��



Using the result ���� of the previous section together with ��stability of Rh and the
orthogonality Rg

hL��
g
h � �� � �� we conclude�

j�h � �ghjh�� �
C



hjL��� �gh�jh�� �

CM



hk�� �ghk�� ����

Again� let � � �� then �gh � � is a discrete solution� Also� for � � � we have
that �h � �� For any discrete solution �g

h we conclude from ���� that �using the
equivalence of norms on S�h��

j�g
hjh�� � Chk�g

hk� � Chj�g
hj� ����

which means that� for h small enough� �gh � � is the unique solution� So� for h small
enough� the system matrix is invertible� and existence and uniqueness follows also
for all other � � C�I�� For those � we also have

k�� �ghk� � k�� �hk� � k�h � �ghk� ����

� k�� �hk� � Cj�h � �ghjh��
� k�� �hk� � CM



hk�� �hk��

where in the last step we used ���� with �gh replaced by �h� which is �with a dierent
constant C� possible for h small enough after a triangle inequality� ��

From this� we also conclude again that the presence of a variable coe�cient can be
dealt with by means of the commutator property� Existence and uniqueness as well
as stability and convergence follow from the constant coe�cient case�

Remark ��� In the paper ���	� the commutator property for smoothest splines is
used to prove stability and convergence� and even superconvergence� for qualocation
methods for an operator that is the sum of an even and an odd pseudo�dierential
operator� both with variable coe�cients� Because of the very technical character
of that paper we will not include details here� but once again stress the practical
importance of the commutator property�

� Numerical experiments

We now test the results so far by running some numerical experiments� We set up a
qualocation method on the circle using continuous piecewise linear approximations
on uniform grids �the �rst three experiments� and on a non�uniform grid �fourth
experiment� and compare the projections Rh and R

g
h for the weight�function g and

exact solution � given by �see Figure ��

g�x� � � � exp�sin���x�� sin�����x� ������ and ��x� � cos���� sin�
�

�
�x���g�x��

In the �rst experiment� we took the interpolatory rule �� � � and �� � � with both
weights w� � w� � ���� In the second experiment� we used the p�stable one�point
rule � � ��� with weight w � �� Finally� in the third and fourth experiment� we took

��



the p�stable rule �� � ���� �� � ��
p
�� �� � � with weights w� �

p
�� w� � �� w� � ��
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Figure �� The weight function g �left� and the exact solution � �right��

The results are summarized in the following tables� in which we present �from left
to right� the number of intervals� the exact error k��Rh�k�� the reduction of those
errors� the dierence k�Rg

h �Rh��k� and the reduction of these dierences�
First experiment

As expected� we see that for the interpolatory projection� there is no dierence be�
tween the projections Rh and R

g
h� This follows immediately from the fact that the

nodal basis is also orthogonal with respect to the weighted inner product� One could
conclude the same by noticing from ���� that the spline �h � Rh� must have two
zeros per sub�interval�

h�� k��Rh�k� red� error k�Rg
h �Rh��k� red� supcv�

� ������e� ��� � � � � � � �
� ������e� ��� ������e� ��� � � � �
�� ������e� ��� ������e� ��� � � � �
�� ������e� ��� ������e� ��� � � � �
�� ������e� ��� ������e� ��� � � � �
��� ������e� ��� ������e� ��� � � � �
��� ������e� ��� ������e� ��� � � � �

Second experiment

h�� k�� Rh�k� red� error k�Rg
h � Rh��k� red� supcv�

� ������e� ��� � � � ������e� ��� � � �
� ������e� ��� ������e� ��� ������e� ��� ������e� ���

�� ������e� ��� ������e� ��� ������e� ��� ������e� ���

�� ������e� ��� ������e� ��� ������e� ��� ������e� ���

�� ������e� ��� ������e� ��� ������e� ��� ������e� ���

��� ������e� ��� ������e� ��� ������e� ��� ������e� ���

��� ������e� ��� ������e� ��� ������e� ��� ������e� ���

��



In the above tabular we see that the two projections are not equal anymore� Also�
the dierence between the two is clearly of the expected higher order h��

Third experiment

Also the results from the �nonsense� �though p�stable� quadrature rule

Z
�

�

f�x�dx �
p
�f����� � �f���

p
�� � f��� ����

are according to the theory� Optimal order convergence for the projections� and
supercloseness between the two dierent projections themselves clearly show�

h�� k�� Rh�k� red� error k�Rg
h � Rh��k� red� supcv�

� ������e� ��� � � � ������e� ��� � � �
� ������e� ��� ������e� ��� ������e� ��� ������e� ���

�� ������e� ��� ������e� ��� ������e� ��� ������e� ���

�� ������e� ��� ������e� ��� ������e� ��� ������e� ���

�� ������e� ��� ������e� ��� ������e� ��� ������e� ���

��� ������e� ��� ������e� ��� ������e� ��� ������e� ���

��� ������e� ��� ������e� ��� ������e� ��� ������e� ���

Fourth experiment

Finally� we tested the theory with respect to the eects of non�uniform meshes�
Typically� the following behavior could be observed� We de�ned� from a uniform
mesh �h a non�uniform mesh z��h� with z�x� � sint��

�
�x� for some value of t�

For the quadrature rule of the third experiment� and with t � �� we obtained the
following results� Asymptotically� our expectations are con�rmed�

h�� k��Rh�k� red� error k�Rg
h �Rh��k� red� supcv�

� ������e� �� � ������e� �� �

� ������e� �� ������e� �� ������e� �� ������e� ��
�� ������e� �� ������e� �� ������e� �� ������e� ��

�� ������e� �� ������e� �� ������e� �� ������e� ��

�� ������e� �� ������e� �� ������e� �� ������e� ��

��� ������e� �� ������e� �� ������e� �� ������e� ��

��� ������e� �� ������e� �� ������e� �� ������e� ��

��� ������e� �� ������e� �� ������e� �� ������e� ��

� Further topics of interest

There is a large number of unsolved problems in the setting of discrete projections�
Even though theory has been developed for derivatives �discrete H� results� in ��	�
a smooth theory for fully discrete Galerkin methods for two�point boundary value
problems is still missing� This is mainly due to the lack of an equivalent of �inte�
gration by parts�� i�e�� symbolically�

�DF�G�h �� FGj�� � �F�DG�h� ����

��



not even for F and G in the spline space� unless the integration rule has a certain
accuracy �which is what we did not want to assume in the �rst place�� It seems logical
that in a context of numerical integration� a corresponding numerical dierentiation
operator needs to be de�ned which has the desired properties�
An even more important extension of the theory would be the extension to two space
dimensions� Discrete orthogonal projection theory for tensor product spaces does
not seem to be a real problem� but it is unclear what to do in the simplectic case�
Research is in progress�
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